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Handwriting is not an indicator
of rightness. For example, I am
not a doctor.
-Ruben D. Garcia

Michigan Tech
Mad Science:
Discovering
Your Enemy’s
Plans Using
Roller Blades,
Dolphins and
the Tango
by Chase Peterson ~ Daily Bull
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like unrealistic expectations!

Pabst Blue Ribbon Given Blue Ribbon in
Cheap-Ass Beer Competition

see Secret on back

Ken K. Ken

by Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Pabst Brewing Company located in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin just won a Blue
Ribbon for the category of Cheap-Ass
Beer in Munich, Germany.
Bier Wettbewerb (Beer Competition), as
the annual contest is known, has had over
34 attendees. That’s a lot of beer. “Yeah
we usually kill the equivalent of two pony
kegs each year” reports the event’s head
beer-buyer. “I know that sounds like a lot
but remember- we’re talking two days here”.
There are many
catego-

ries ranging from Teuer-Arsch Bier (Expensive-Ass Beer) to Chep-Arsch Bier
(Cheap-Ass Beer). This year the lucky
winner in the Chep-Arsch Bier category
is Pabst Blue Ribbon.
Pabst Brewing Company is not usually
concerned with marketing such awards
but the CEO offered this statement in a
press release yesterday: “This marks 168
years of Brewing ExcellenceTM for the
Pabst Brewing Company”
and “I can’t wait for
those fuckers
at Miller

Everyone needs to start somewhere in the scheme of world
domination and for most of us
(those of us that didn’t inherit
their evil empire bent on world
domination) that means we
all need to start locally and
think globally (stick that in your
pipe and smoke it, you dirty
hippies!).
We are going to look at how
to “acquire” the plans of those
that have come before us in
the realm of evil geniuses with a
domination kink (break out the
leather, ball gags and whips),
using these totally obtainable
items: roller blades, dolphins
and the tango. You may be
asking yourself, “where is he
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Fill the grid with the digits 1-8 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

see Agent on back

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

So how about that snow, eh?

482-5100

from Secret on front

getting all these random items?” Does
he have divine powers like Tom Cruise
in that one movie where he had to reverse engineer that thing that made him
a super human using a paper clip, penny
and stick of gum? Well, my friends, the
answer is none of your damn business!
The first thing that we need to do is to
work with the dolphins to create tango
music that is ultra hypnotic (like The Master from Doctor Who, greatest villain of all
time) and also create our own army of
loyal henchmen. Once we have taught
the dolphins to play the sweet, sweet
music of indentured servitude, we are
then ready to scope out our enemy’s
base of operation.
Once we have found where they are
hiding their secret volcano lair (it’s always
a volcano) we can then start making
plans to create a ‘rent-by-the-hour ’
roller blade stand. Naturally we will get
some business from the opposing evil
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organization. When these unsuspecting
agents of not-our-flavor-of-evil come to
rent the skates to impress a girl, or guy, or
whatever they are into, we will make sure
that they get the special rocket skates
that will take them to our warehouse that
we have setup on the other side of the
island. There they will be confronted
with a huge tank of dolphins that will start
singing the most beautiful and hypnotic
tango music that they will be unable to
resist, and begin dancing. After they start
dancing, we know we have them in our
clutches and will easily be able to turn
them to our cause.
After we have captured one of these
hapless drones we will implant them with
many, many commands that will subvert
the rest of the opposing organization
(formal Monday, for starters, and switching all the coffee to decaf), bending them
to our will and extracting all the information we need (cue evil laugh.) Once we
have a good number of them under our
control, not only will we have their plans
for world domination, we will also have
their resources as well. Two birds with
one dance. Muahahahaha.
from Agent on front

Brewing Company to get a load of this.” All-in-all it sounded like the CEO was pleased with herself.
Consumers were not as pleased. One Pew Research Poll found that 76% of Americans found the award “Compulsive and Degrading-- I feel like a slug”. With
so much disapproval from such news outlets as Fox News it is clear something needs to be done. It is said that the Bier Wettbewerb (Beer Competition)
board of directors is formulating a formal apology to America but no official press release has been made. “I don’t know... They’re just a bunch of fuckers”
claimed one central Wisconsin resident, Ken Mines. “I mean the way they insulted the Beer that I love... That I live. How dare they. I will drive my F-250 all the
way to Germany if I have to. I swear on my sweet Grandpa Billy the IV”. Ken Mines hasn’t been heard from since.
Last night an employee of Pabst Brewing Company, Henry Walker, was caught by undercover F.B.I. special investigators trying to sell the top secret Pabst Blue
Ribbon formula. The formula is only fully known by one man who is currently hitchhiking his way across Southeast Asia.
In order to steal the formula, Henry had to mine through 350 ft of bedrock to reach buried formula. 30 years ago, a special safe was made in London, England
400 ft below street level. Originally the safe held the Arc of the Covenant but eventually it fell into ownership of Pabst Brewing Company. Now, the company
uses the safe to hold its super-secret recipe. Henry planned to start in London’s subway system, The Tube, and work his way down to the safe. He made it
over 200 ft before being discovered.
While all this exciting news is happening, the price of Pabst Blue Ribbon has gone up. “We just had to raise prices to keep from running out right away,” reported the owner of Econo Foods. You can currently only find Pabst Blue Ribbon at Econo Foods for $7 per 12 fl oz can.

